Very® side and seminar chairs add flexibility in spaces where people meet or wait. Their slender profiles and light-scale designs make them easy to arrange on the spot. The versatile Very family also includes task and conference seating and wire stackers and stools.

**Features**
- Perforated, flexing backrest follows the user’s natural movement
- Durable, high-strength polymer back and seat
- The seminar chair’s intuitive recline distributes weight for natural support and comfort
- Optional upholstered seat and back pad
- Black or Fog glass-filled polypropylene hard arm caps
- Glides or casters provide mobility choices
- Optional ganging bracket connects chairs
- Side stools available in bar or counter heights
- Chairs stack 5-high on the floor, or 8-high on a cart with casters or glides
- Tablet arm and storage rack available
- All Very chairs are cleanable with soap and water or disinfecting wipes; bleach cleanable materials available

**Certifications**
- BIFMA LEVEL 3 Certified
- GREENGUARD Gold Certified
- May Contribute Toward LEED® Credits